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Pandora for key4hep

❖ Originate from MarlinPandora
https://github.com/PandoraPFA/MarlinPandora

❖ Migrate it to Gaudi framework, using edm4hep as 
event data model

❖ It is now used in CEPC experiment 
(https://github.com/cepc/CEPCSW)

❖ The package is now put in git 
https://github.com/wenxingfang/CEPCSW_Pandora
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https://github.com/PandoraPFA/MarlinPandora
https://github.com/cepc/CEPCSW
https://github.com/wenxingfang/CEPCSW_Pandora


Pandora
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PandoraPFAlg (Gaudi Alg) Geometry service (Gear/DD4HEP)

Event data service (K4FWCore)

for input/output edm4hep root file 

Marlin utility (to get cluster shape)

❑ The input data for pandora: 

▪ edm4hep::CalorimeterHit

▪ edm4hep::Track

▪ edm4hep::MCParticle

▪ edm4hep::MCRecoCaloAssociation

▪ edm4hep::MCRecoTrackerAssociation

❖ The pandora repository includes:

❖ Pandora: pandora client (wrapped in PandoraPFAlg)

❖ Utility: Marlin utility

❖ Service: provide geometry service

❖ Examples: option file example (see next slide) 

❑ The output data for pandora: 

▪ edm4hep::ReconstructedParticle

▪ edm4hep::Cluster

▪ edm4hep::MCRecoParticleAssociation



Pandora option file example
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❖ edm4hep root data is input using 

K4FWCore  

❖ The detector geometry information is 

read using GearSvc (or DD4HEP)

❖ The PandoraPFAlg performs pandora 

reconstruction

❖ Finally the output of edm4hep root file is 

saved

…



Test pandora for Matrix ECAL
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❑ Matrix ECAL: 60*60*60 𝑐𝑚3 BGO scintillator, cell size is  

1*1*1 𝑐𝑚3

❑ Getting the needed geometry information for pandora using 

DD4HEP (saved in dd4hep::rec::LayeredCalorimeterData)

❑ Using single 𝛾 events for test:

➢ Energy: 1, 10, 20, … , 100 GeV. 𝜃 = 90°, 𝜙 = 0°

❑ No energy calibration is performed here

effreco Relative scale

Relative resolution



Test pandora for Matrix ECAL
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❑ Test MCRecoParticleAssociation class

❑ 𝛾1 (E=10GeV, 𝜃=90°, 𝜙=0°) , 𝛾2
(E=10GeV, 𝜃=90°, 𝜙=1°),  distance ~ 3 cm 

in Matrix Ecal surface. More in backup.

❑ The weight of relation (between reco and 

MC particle) is given according to the 

energy contribution of the MC particle in 

the reconstructed gamma

MC relation weight

Leading 𝛾

Sub-leading 𝛾

Relative scale

Leading 𝛾

Sub-leading 𝛾



Test pandora for CEPC detector

❖ CEPC ECAL: PFA oriented electromagnetic 
calorimeter. Silicon-tungsten sandwich 
structure (30 layers)

❖ The geometry information is read using gear 
service

❖ Single 𝛾 (1-100 GeV) events are used in test
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Test pandora for Matrix ECAL
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❑ Test MCRecoParticleAssociation class

❑ 𝛾1 (E=10GeV, 𝜃=90°, 𝜙=0°) , 𝛾2
(E=10GeV, 𝜃=90°, 𝜙=3°),  distance ~ 3 cm 

in Matrix Ecal surface. More in backup.

❑ The weight of relation (between reco and 

MC particle) is given according to the 

energy contribution of the MC particle in 

the reconstructed gamma

MC relation weight

Leading 𝛾

Sub-leading 𝛾

Relative scale

Leading 𝛾

Sub-leading 𝛾



Test pandora for CEPC detector

❖ Below are 𝛾 reconstruction efficiencies as function of 𝐸𝑚𝑐 , 𝜃𝑚𝑐, and 𝜙𝑚𝑐
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❖ The tracker detector before the ECAL makes the reconstruction efficiency lower. 
Should be improved after including reconstructed vertex information

❖ In high energy region, few photons are reconstructed as neutrons which are produced 

before calorimeter



Pandora for key4hep
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❖ The user can set the wanted collections 

for pandora reconstruction

❖ Finally some detector material and 

calibration related parameters needs to 

be set correspondingly

❑ Some Notices

➢ Please specify your own cell id 

decode  in CaloHitCreator.cpp in 

order to get correct layer and 

stave number of hits

➢ A function to get clustershape of a 

cluster is still from Marlin (it 

dependents GSL 1.14)

➢ Currently vertices information is 

not used


